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Lemon’s Lines: An increasingly intermittent production of divergent and often totally 

haphazard, incoherent and unrelated themes somewhat connected to the Old Geelong 
Football Club, with occasional historical snippets thrown in, compiled - ever so laboriously - 
by Peter Lemon   Ed 6  Part 1. 3/6/2022                   Part 2 will be available next Monday. 
 
==================================================================================================== 

 

=============================================================================================== 

In this Edition 

Back at Como 

The Tasmanian Connection (Part 1)  

More Milestones  

For the Next Edition 

More on Back at Como 

The Tasmanian Connection (Sections 2 - 37)  

More Siblings and other Relatives 

For those new to the Club. Two features at Como: the Nugget Bar and the John Joyce 

Memorial Scoreboard 

Some Observations from The Last Few Saturdays 

Trey Clark, and more on getting that photo the right way round. And other OGS people to 

have worked with the AFL 

John Bell 

==================================================================================================== 
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Back at Como 

The Club set foot back on Como last night for the first time since late July 2021. A surreal 

experience. Proceedings were going to have commenced with a Welcome to Country event, 

but a late unavailability saw it changed to an Acknowledgement of Country, conducted by 

OGFC Committeeman Rhett Nicholas. 

 

 

Photo Sophie Batten       

Photo right: Rhett, later (my sole good photo for the night), coincidentally captured close to 

the Best Clubman column of the last 17 years on the right. (See third last line.) We understand 

that son Billy, aged one year and one day, will be seeing his first OGS matches tomorrow, 

although I do wonder a bit if Billy, or Dad, or both will last for all three of them. 
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(The young fella has already made a number of guest appearances at various OGFC Zoom 

committee meetings and has made some invaluable contributions.) 

==================================================================================================== 

The Tasmanian Connection 

Over the years the Club has been fortunate enough to secure the services of a number of fine 

players from Tasmania (and a couple of others) who have been a great addition to the Club. 

The first connection apparently started in 1959: 

From minutes of a Committee Meeting in July 

of that year: 

“The possibility of chartering a plane for an 

end-of-season trip to Launceston and match 

against Old Launcestonians was discussed.”  

(It apparently did take place, as did another the following year. On one of these two occasions, 

the match against the Old Launcestonians is reported to have taken place “in some of the 

worst weather and conditions recorded for the entire Tasmanian winter”.)  

And there were a number of visits to or from Hobart in 1980s to play Hutchins Old Boys in the 

Battle of Bass Straight. 

Former players to come to OGS who come to my mind (an increasingly empty space these 

days) will be listed with photos next Monday.     Example: Reserves Premiership 1988 

 

==================================================================================================== 
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Current players we have, our biggest crop ever (and it has been suggested I’ve missed a 

couple) are Will Loone, Sam Clements, Bryce Wheatley, Lievin Ndimanyi, Will Fisher, Sam 

Briggs, James Edmunds, Connor Dixon, Will Stephenson, Charlie Curran, Tom McKendrick, 

Trey Clark, and Rory Alexander. 

We’d been going to write “As yet however we are significantly deficient on the women’s 

front,” but thanks to our new member on the Committee, Alison Youlten, we can report, 

“We also have two girls from Tassie as well, Camilla Taylor and Amy Haleby.” 

Seven of the group. Well, we got the 

photos at the back in adequate focus 

last evening; not quite so sure about 

the main subjects! 

 

 

 

 

Another Milestone Tomorrow 

There from the start.  

Brooke McKay (on the left) 

becomes our fourth Oggette to 

reach the 50-game mark this year. 

Indeed ever. 

With Georgie Rule, Caroline 

Edwards, and Annabel Rafferty. 

 

Photo Sophie Batten 

 

 

 

 

 

 For communications to this publication: lemmododo@gmail.com 


